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ABSTRACT 
We define multioariate Meixner classes of invariant distributions of random 
matrices as those whose generating functions for the associated orthogonal polynomi- 
als are of certain special integral or summation forms, generalizing the uniouriate 
Meixner classes of distributions which were first characterized by Meixner [21]. 
Characterization theorems and properties of these multivariate Meixner classes are 
established. The zonal polynomials, the extended invariant polynomials with matrix 
arguments, and their related results in multivariate distribution theory are utilized in 
the discussion. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The univariate Meixner classes of distributions were first characterized 
by Meixner [21]. Let X be a centered random variable having a moment 
generating function (m.g.f.) # and a system of orthogonal polynomials (o.p.‘s) 
{ Pk }, where Pk( x) = xk + terms of lower degree. X is said to be a Meixner 
class defined by u(t) if the generating function (g.f.) K(x; t) is of the form 
m Pk(x)tk exp[xu(t)] 
(1.1) 
where u(t) = t + (possibly terms of higher degree) is an analytic function in 
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an open region around the origin. Meixner gave characterizations of the 
normal, gamma, Poisson, binomial, negative binomial, and Meixner’s hyper- 
geometric distributions. 
Characterization theorems, the structures of joint distributions with 
marginals belonging to Meixner classes, and properties of Meixner distribu- 
tions have been established in the literature (see e.g., Eagleson [lo], Eagleson 
and Lancaster [ll], Lancaster [18, 191, and Tyan, Derin, and Thomas [29]). 
The Meixner classes have also appeared as the natural exponential families 
with quadratic variance functions (Morris [22, 231). Moreover, characteri- 
zations of Meixner classes have been considered by several authors, using 
different approaches. These are Tweedie [28], Laha and Lukacs [16], Bolger 
and Harkness [l], Wang [30], and Gordon [12], using regression properties 
of one statistic on another, and Shanbhag [27], using diagonality of the 
Bhattacharyya matrix. Also, see Lukacs and Laha [20]. Lai [17] gives a review 
of these characterizations. 
In this paper, we define multivariate Meixner classes of invariant distri- 
butions of random matrices as those whose g.f.‘s for the associated o.p.‘s are 
either of the special integral or summation forms, (2.2) to (2.5), given in 
Section 2. The zonal polynomials and the extended invariant polynomials 
with more than one matrix arguments are utilized as tools in the discussion of 
this paper. The theory and applications of these polynomials in multivariate 
distribution theory are discussed in detail by James [14], Constantine [5], 
Davis [7-91, Chikuse [2, 31, and Chikuse and Davis [4]. 
Those results which were given for the univariate Meixner classes in the 
articles cited above are generalized for our multivariate Meixner classes and 
presented in Section 3; the proofs are given in Section 4. 
The general matrix valued multivariate normal and Wishart distributions 
belong to Meixner classes. The other multivariate distributions and possibly 
new multivariate distributions may be characterized via our definition in 
terms of g.f.‘s. Also, the method using regression properties can be applied to 
characterize the multivariate Meixner classes. These problems are under 
investigation and will be discussed in the author’s subsequent papers. 
2. DEFINITION OF MULTIVARIATE MEIXNER CLASSES 
We shall define multivariate Meixner classes of invariant distributions of 
random matrices. Let X be a centered random matrix having a distribution 
function F, a m.g.f. 4, and a system of o.p.‘s {P,,}, where each o.p. P, is 
indexed by a partition K of an integer k, k = 0, 1, . . . . The distribution of X, 
or X itself, is said to be invariant if the distribution of X is invariant under 
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the transformation from X to 
(i) HXH’, H E O(p), 
(ii) QXQ’, Q E Y(P). 
(iii) H,XH,, H, E O(p), H, E O(n), (2.0 
W) QIX% QI E y(P), QS E Y(n), 
according as X is (i) p x p symmetric and continuous, (ii) p X p symmetric 
and discrete, (iii) p x n nonsymmetric and continuous, or (iv) p X n non- 
symmetric and discrete, respectively. Here, O(p) and P’(p) denote the 
orthogonal group of p X p orthonormal matrices and the group of p X p 
orthonormalized permutation matrices respectively. Throughout this paper, 
we restrict our discussion within invariant distributions. We consider those 
four cases separately in the following: 
(i) The p X p symmetric random matrix X may be said to belong to a 
continuous symmetric Meixner class defined by U(T) if the g.f. for the 
associated o.p.‘s is of the form, for T a p X p symmetric matrix, 
. (2.2) 
Here, the m.g.f. is defined by I,!(S) = E[etrXS] for a p X p symmetric matrix 
S, U(T) is an analytic p x p symmetric matrix valued function of T with 
U(0) = 0, dH is the normalized invariant measure on O(p), and the C,(T) are 
the zonal polynomials defined for the ordered partitions K of k into not more 
than p parts. P,(X) may have a series expansion in terms of the zonal 
polynomials with the term of highest degree proportional to C,(X). The zonal 
polynomials were defined by the theory of group representations of the linear 
group Gl( p, R). The zonal polynomials C,(X) span each of invariant and 
irreducible subspaces in a direct sum decomposition, induced by the repre- 
sentation of Gl( p, R), of the vector space of homogeneous polynomials of 
degree k in the elements of the p X p symmetric matrix X, having the 
property of invariance under the orthogonal transformation X + HXH’, 
H E O(p). The polynomial (trX)k then has a unique decomposition (trX)k = 
Z&(X). Hence, the C,(X) are homogeneous symmetric polynomials in the 
latent roots of X. We order the ordered partitions lexicographically; i.e., if 
K =(kl, k,,..., k,)and 7=(tl,t2,..., tp) are two partitions of k, then define 
K + T if k, = t, ,..., ki = ti, ki+l> ti+l. See James [14] and Constantine [5] 
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for a detailed discussion of these polynomials, and also James [14] and 
Parkhurst and James [24] for tables of the polynomials up to degree 12. 
(ii) For a discrete symmetric Meixner chss, the integral form in the 
definition (2.2) may be replaced by the summation form 
C etdQXQ’U(T)l 
QE-WP) 
(2.3) 
(iii) The p x n nonsymmetric random matrix X may be said to belong to 
a continuous nonsymmetric Meixner class defined by U(T) if the g.f. for the 
associated o.p.‘s is of the form, for T a p X n matrix, 
where the m.g.f. is defined by I/(S) = E[etrXS’] for a p x n matrix S, and 
U(T) is an analytic p X n matrix valued function of T with U(0) = 0. P,(X) 
may have a series expansion in terms of the zonal polynomials with the term 
of highest degree proportional to C,(XX’). 
(iv) For a discrete nonsymmetric Meixner cZu.ss, the double integral form 
in the definition (2.4) may be replaced by the double summation form 
c C etr[Q1W2U’(T)1 
Qz"Wn) QIEWP) 
4wT)) (2.5) 
It is seen from the definitions (2.2)-(2.5) and the invariance property of 
the measures on O(p),O( n) and Y(p), 9’(n) that the o.p.‘s {P,,(X)} for 
multivariate Meixner classes are invariant under the orthogonal transforma- 
tions under consideration. 
Now, we illustrate two examples of continuous Meixner classes. 
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EXAMPLE 2.1. The centered Wishart distribution W&n, I) is a continu- 
ous symmetric Meixner class defined by U(T) = - T(Z - T) ‘, with the 
m.g.f. #(S) = etr( - nS) II - SI-n/2, and the g.f. 
K(X;T)= 2 c 
LT-P-1)/2( X + nZ)C,( T) 
k=O K k!C,( Z) 
= etr[ - nT(Z - If-‘] II - Tl-“‘2 
C’ 
x /ocpjetr[ - ZZXZZ’T(Z - T) ~ ‘1 dH, (2.6) 
where L:(X) is the Laguerre polynomial in the matrix argument X with the 
parameter r. L:(X) has a series expansion in terms of the zonal polynomials 
with the term of highest degree ( - l)%,(X). A detailed discussion on the 
Laguerre polynomials may be found in Constantine [6]. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. The p x n multivariate normal distribution NP, JO, I,@ Z,) 
has the m.g.f. q(S) = etr(S’S/2) and defined by U(T) = T and the g.f. 
K(X;T)= fi c 
k=O K 
= etr( - T) Lc,jL(,;tr( H,XH,T’) dH, &Z,, (2.7) 
where H,(X) is the Hermite polynomial with the matrix argument X and 
(a), is the multivariate hypergeometric coefficient defined by 
for a partition 
K=(k w..,kp), k,> ... >k,>o. 
We note the relationship between Laguerre and Her-mite polynomials, 
Lr-p-rqxx’) = ( - z,“(i) H,(&X). 
I( 
(2.8) 
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A detailed discussion on the Hermite polynomials may be found in Hayakawa 
[13]. (It is noted that Hayakawa’s Hermite polynomial in [13] corresponds to 
2k(n/2),H,(&X) with H,(X) defined by (2.7)) 
We note that the p X p multivariate “symmetric” normal distribution, 
which is defined as the limit of the Wishart distribution (e.g., James [15]), 
may be a continuous symmetric Meixner class with the m.g.f. #(S) = 
etr(S’/2), U(T) = T, and the associated Hermite polynomials of a symmetric 
matrix. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section, we shall present some results concerning the multivariate 
Meixner classes of invariant distributions, generalizing those results for the 
univariate case. Some of the results obtained here are straightforward multi- 
variate generalizations of the corresponding ones for the univariate case and 
hence stated without proofs, but others contain aspects special in the 
multivariate case and may be of interest in themselves. The proofs of the 
latters are given in Section 4. 
The results in this section are shown only for the case of continuous 
symmetric random matrices for the sake of simplicity. Those for the other 
cases should be readily obtainable from the contexts via the following 
notational modifications: 
(1) The invariance under the orthogonal transformation from X to HXH’, 
H E O(p), should be replaced by the transformations given by (ii), (iii), (iv) 
in (2.1). 
(2) The integrations over O(p) should be replaced by (ii) the summations 
over Y(p), (iii) the double integrations over O(p) and O(n), or (iv) the 
double summations over Y’(p) and Y(n), respectively. 
(3) For the nonsymmetric matrices T, S, the polynomials 
C,( ZT’), C;,“( TT’, SS’) should replace C,(T), Ct, “(T, S) used for the symmet- 
ric matrices T, S. 
3.1. General Theorems 
THEOREM 3.1.1. The polynomials {P,,(X)} generated by the g. f. of the 
form (2.2) are orthogonal with respect to F(X) if and only if the term of 
highest degree in [C,(~U)$(U)]/~!J(U), U= U(T), is proportional to C,(T) 
for all ordered partitions u of s, s = O,l,. . . , where 3U is the matrix of 
differential operators defined in the proof given in Section 4. Then, the 
system of the o.p.‘s {P,(X)} is complete. 
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Thus, the condition of Theorem 3.1.1 gives a characterization of multi- 
variate Meixner classes of distributions in terms of m.g.f.‘s. 
The following theorem is a multivariate extension of Theorem 2.1 of 
Eagleson [ lo]. 
THEOREM 3.1.2. Defining the mu&variate Meixner classes as those 
having the g. f.‘s of the folm 
for f(T) a power series function in the elements of T such that f(0) = 1, and 
letting V(U(T)) = I be an inverse relationship, the m.g. f. of P,(X) dF(X) is 
[ f(V(@))]-lCK(V(0))c,./k!CK(Z). In particular, putting k = 0 gives that the 
m.g.5 of dF(X) is [ f(V(O))]-‘, where c, = E[(PK(X))2]. 
This theorem may provide an alternative definition of the multivariate 
Hermite polynomials. 
COROLLARY 3.1.1. &g(X) and D cc) be a probability density function 
of a p x n random matrix X and a differential operator such that, for a p X n 
mutrix 0, 
/etr( X0’) D(“‘[ g( X)] dX = C,(OB’)/etr( X0’) g( X) dX. (3.2) 
Then, the density function g(X) in Meixner classes whose o.p.‘s are of the 
form I’,( X)g( X) = b,D(“‘[ g( X)] for a nonzero constant b, is normal. 
In fact, the g.f. for the Hermite polynomials in Example 2.2 covers this 
corollary. 
Certain multivariate extensions of some results of Lancaster [18] are 
derived by a method extended from that in [18] in the following 
LEMMA 3.1.1. We have for the m.g. f. Ii/(U), U(T) = U=(uij), 
5!f!$.~~~u)~ -I= (Cpj/P2)trT, for i=j, 
i 0 
(3.3) 
‘I for i#j, 
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and a recurrence relationship for { P,,(X)}, 
k+l 
t’(wAx) = c c”K,x~xw~ 
I=k-1 X 
(3.4) 
for certain constants a, ,,‘s, with a, A = (c,/c~)(Y~,~ 
where K t k denotes that K is an ordeied partition of k. 
for K I- k, X F k - 1, 
3.2. Convolutions of Meixner Distributions 
The g.f. for the associated o.p.‘s {P,‘(X)} of a p X p symmetric random 
matrix X invariant under the orthogonal transformation 
O(p) is in general written as 
X+HXH’, HE 
KX(X;T)=/ h,(HXH’;T)dH (3.5) 
O(P) 
for a certain suitable function h,(X; T) of X and T. It 
P,“(X) are invariant under the orthogonal transformation. 
is noted that the 
Let X, and X, be independent random matrices belonging to multi- 
variate Meixner classes, not necessarily identically distributed, with m.g.f.‘s 
#.x (Vi) and g.f.‘s KX(Xi; T), i = 1,2. We consider the polynomials 
{q!$(Xi X,)1 g enerated by the g.f., with h,,(X i; T) = 
etr[XiV,(T)I/IC/x,(U,(T)), 
KX1,‘z(X1,X2;~~,Tz)=/ fihxi(HXiHr;Ti)dH 
O(p)i=l 
(3.6) 
Here, the invariant polynomials Czx “( X, Y) with two p X p symmetric 
matrix arguments X and Y were defined by Davis [7, 81 as extensions of the 
zonal polynomials with one symmetric matrix argument. The invariant poly- 
nomials C_Jy”( X, Y) span each of invariant and irreducible subspaces in a 
direct sum decomposition, induced by the representation of Gl(p, R), of the 
vector space of homogeneous polynomials of degree k, 1 in the elements of 
X, Y respectively, having the property of invariance under the simultaneous 
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orthogonal transformations X + HXH’, Y -+ HYH’, H E O(p). The poly- 
nomial Ci, “(X, Y) is defined when the irreducible representation indexed by 
2+ occurs in the decomposition of the Kronecker product 2~ 60 2h of irreduci- 
ble representations indexed by 2~ and 2x, with K, A, and 9 being the 
ordered partitions of k, 1 and f = k + I respectively into not more than p 
parts. For a given k, I, the C$ ‘( X, Y) are linear combinations of the distinct 
products of traces, (trX”lY blXcl . . . )‘l(trX’2Y bzXc2 . . . )‘2 . . . , of total de- 
gree k, I in the elements of X, Y respectively. See Davis [7, 81 for a detailed 
discussion of these polynomials, and also Davis [7] for a table of the 
polynomials up to degree 5. 
The following theorem is proved in a similar fashion to that for Theorem 
3.1.1. 
THEOREM 3.2.1. The polynomials { P:$z2(X1, X,)} are orthogonal with 
respect to the product joint distribution of X, and X, if and only if the term 
of highest degree in 
is proportional to C$S”(T,,T,) for all K, A, $J E K-A. (Here, the degree of an 
invariant polynomial C,P*’ (p I- r, u F s) with two matrix arguments is the 
sum r + s of the two degrees r and s.) Then the system of the o.p.‘s 
{ PK~~$z(X,, X,)} is complete. 
The o.p.‘s P,, x; +( X,, X,) with two matrix arguments, extending the o.p.‘s 
PA(X) with one matrix argument, have the property of invariance under the 
simultaneous orthogonal transformations and are expended in terms of the 
invariant polynomials with the matrix arguments X, and X, with the term of 
highest degree proportional to C;s”(X,, X,). 
It is remarked that the condition of Theorem 3.1.1 does not simply imply 
the condition of Theorem 3.2.1, which is a special feature of the multivariate 
case. For the rest of Section 3.2, we shall assume the condition of Theorem 
3.2.1, so that there exists a complete system of o.p.‘s, having the property of 
invariance under the simultaneous orthogonal transformations, associated 
with the product joint distribution. 
LEMMA 3.2.1. Zf we assume that hx(HXiH’; T) = h,(Xi; H’TH), i.e., 
HU,(T)H’= Ui(HTH’), i = 1,2, HE O(p), in Theorem 3.i.1, then we have 
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the relationship between the o. p.‘s of the marginal and product joint 
distributions 
where d$’ = C$s*(Z, Z)/C+(Z). 
It is noted that the assumption in Lemma 3.2.1 is satisfied by the Wishart 
and Multivariate normal distributions. 
The multivariate Meixner classes satisfy a multivariate generalization of 
Runge ‘s identity. 
THEOREM 3.2.2. Zf X, and X, are mutually independent and belong to 
the same multivariate Meixner class, then so does X = X, + X,. Zf we write 
the g. f.‘s in the form KX*(Xi; T) = joCpjhx,(HXiH’; T) dH, with 
hxi(HXiH’; T) = etr[HX,H’U(T)]/$x,(U(T)), i = 1,2, there holds, for the 
g. f. for the o.p.‘s PtlfX2(X1 + X,), 
and equivalently 
/ 
h 
O(P) 
x,+x,(H(XlfX,)H’;T)dH=/ fihxi(ZJXiH’;l’)dH, (3.9) 
O(p)i=l 
OT 
p$+X2(x1 + X,) = 
(a multivariate generalization of Runge ‘s identity). 
We note that (3.10) reduces to the well-known (univariate) Runge’s 
identity 
for the case p = 1 (e.g., Eagleson [lo, Theorem 3.11 and Lancaster [18, 
Theorem 3.11). 
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There remains a problem whether the converse of Theorem 3.2.2 is true, 
i.e., whether the multivariate Runge’s identity characterizes the multivariate 
Meixner classes. The proof depends on the following lemma, which is 
concerned with an extension of the well-known characterization of the 
univariate exponential function. 
LEMMA 3.2.2. Let g(X) be a polynomial in the elements of a p x p 
symmetric matrix X, invariant under the orthogonal transformation. Suppose 
K(X) is a nonzero power series function in the elements of X, invariant 
under the orthogonal transfmtion, and K(X) satisfies the differential 
equation 
id~X)W) = d,W) (3.11) 
for all such g(X) as defined above, where aX is defined as in (4.2) and d, is 
a constant which may depend on g(X). Then K(X) is proportional to the 
form !0(p, etr( HXH’A) dH, with A being a p X p constant symmetric matrix. 
THEOREM 3.2.3. Zf X, and X, are independent, are invariant under the 
orthogonal transformation, and possess m.g. f.‘s, and either (3.8) (3.9) or 
(3.10) holds for certain suitable functions h,, Y = X,, X,, and X, + X,, then 
X, and X, belong to the same multivariate Meixner class. 
This theorem is illustrated in the following examples. 
EXAMPLE 3.2.1. We have already seen that the Wishart distribution 
W&n, I) is a multivariate Meixner class defined by U(T) = - T(Z - T)-’ 
and the m.g.f. G(S) = II - S(- “12. Consider two independent Wishart distri- 
butions W,(n,, Z), i = 1,2, and write ri = i(ni - p - l), i = 1,2. The gener- 
alized Laguerre polynomials I$;&,(X,, X2) are defined by the g.f. 
M 
K(X,, X2; T,, T,) = c L:l:&(X,, X2)C,“~x(Tl, T,) 
k,k+ k!l!C+( Z) 
= fpz _q-v_(P+w 
X 1 fi etr[ - HXjH’Tj(Z - Tj) -‘] dH. (3.12) 
O(P)j=l 
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{ L:;,‘T,(X,, X,)} are orthogonal with respect to the product joint measure 
etr( - X, - X,) (Xl(r1]X2(T2 and constitute a complete system, and 
Q,$+(X,, X,) h as a series expansion in terms of C,P, ’ with the term of 
highest degree ( - l)k+lC$~x(X1, X,). It is seen that the second identity of 
(3.12) with T, = T,, which gives the g.f. for the associated o.p.‘s of the sum 
X, + X,, is equivalent to the g.f. for the associated Laguerre polynomials Li 
of a Wishart distribution [r = i( n, + n2 - p - l)] and that the Laguerre 
polynomials L& L’,I;;k, have the relationship (3.10) and T = ri + r, + 
(p + 1)/2. For a detailed discussion of the generalized Laguerre polynomials 
with matrix arguments, the reader may refer to Davis [7], Chikuse [2], and 
Chikuse and Davis [4]. 
EXAMPLE 3.2.2. It has been seen that the p x n multivariate normal 
distribution N,, JO, Z,@ Z,) is a multivariate Meixner class defined by U(T) = 
T and the m.g.f. #(S) = etr(S’S/2). Tbe generalized Hermite polynomials 
H,, h; ,+,( X,, X,) are defined by the g.f. 
K(X,, X,; TJ,) = c H,,,;,(X,, X,)C,%T;, W’) 
K,h;9 k!Z!C+( Z) 
Xetr( HX,H,T,’ + HX,H,T,‘) dHdH,dH,. (3.13) 
We have the relationship between the generalized Laguerre and Hermite 
polynomials 
L~X,~--1)/2.(n-P-1)/2(X1X;, x,x;) 
, . 
= (-2)‘+‘( i).( $Z~,~;+(&X,,fiXs). (3.14) 
3.3. Joint Structures of Meixner Distributions 
Properties of joint structures of random matrices-in particular, of the 
convolutions generated from Meixner random matrices-are now presented. 
Let X and Y be two random matrices with the associated complete systems 
of o.p.‘s {&X(X)} and { PKy(Y )} respectively. The correlation between Z’,” 
and P{ is defined by 
P,,X = J+‘,X*(W’?(Y)] for the normalized P, ‘* and Pp. (3.15) 
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The correlation generating function (c.g.f.) for the joint distribution of X and 
Y is defined, with c, x = E [ I’,“( X)Pl( Y )], by 
C”,“= 2 E cc ;;;$;;;C;S; =E[KX(X;T)KY(Y;S)]. (3.16) 
k=01=0 I( x +. r 
Those results (e.g., the canonical expansions, the polynomial regressions) 
concerning the joint structures of random variables given in Eagleson [lo, 
Section 41, Lancaster [18, Section 31, and Tyan, Derin, and Thomas [29, 
Section 21 are readily extended to the multivariate case. The o.p.‘s and 
correlations are indexed by partitions of integers, and the zonal polynomials 
and the extended invariant polynomials with matrix arguments are involved 
in the discussion for the multivariate case. 
{ P,” } and { Phy } are said to have the polynomial biorthogonal property if 
P&X = P.&,X, (3.17) 
where 6, A is the Kronecker delta in K and X. The following theorems are 
readily proved as in Eagleson [ 10, Section 41 and Lancaster [ 18, Sections 
3, 41. 
THEOREM 3.3.1. Let X,, X,, and X, be independently distributed and 
belong to the same multivariate Meixner class. We take X = X, + X,, Y = X, 
+ X,. Then the joint distribution of X and Y has the polynomial biorthogo- 
nul property. 
THEOREM 3.3.2. Let (Xi, Y,), i = 1,2,3, be independent random matrices 
with Xi and Yj belonging to their respective multivariate Meixner classes with 
the systems of o.p.‘s { PKx} and { Pf }. Zf the joint distribution of X and Y 
has the polynomial biort~gonul property, then so does the joint distribution 
of the convolutions X, + X, and Y, + Y3. 
Before closing Section 3, we note that those results, especially in regard to 
the convolutions, the generalized o.p.‘s, and the joint structures presented for 
two random matrices in this section, can be generalized for any number r of 
random matrices by utilizing the invariant polynomials C~l,~..~“~ with T 
symmetric matrix arguments due to Chikuse [2], Chikuse and Davis [4], and 
Davis [9]. A table of three-matrix polynomials up to degree 5 is given by 
Davis [9]. 
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4. PROOFS OF RESULTS IN SECTION 3 
Proof of Theorem 3.1.1. From J/(U(S))#(U(T))E[K(X; S)K(X; T)] we 
have 
H,U,H; + H&H;) dH, dH,, (4.1) 
where U, = U(S), U= U(T), and, with c~,~ = E[P,(X)P,(X)], 
We define the matrix of differential operators (see e.g. Richards [25]) 
au= ;(l+sij)$ ) 
( 
6 being Kronecker’s delta, (4.2) 
‘1 I 
for a p X p symmetric matrix U = ( ui j). Operate C,( d U,) on both sides of 
(4.1) and then set U, = 0 (and hence S = 0). Applying a generalized 
Leibnitz-type rule, we obtain for the LHS 
[ 
s-l 
C0@UMUJ+ c c ( D,!:h(j)+C”l)} { D,(2'j,a(j)5(sT T)} 
j=l a(j) 
+ C,(W)@J’) 
II Cl, = 0 
since E [ K( X; T)] = 1, (4.3) 
where the Dj,‘& j) and 0,‘“‘. ac j, denote differential operators of degrees j and 
s - j respectively indexe d’by a(j), j=l,..., s-l. Noting that S=U,+ 
(terms of higher degree), and writing DJ!,l&j,+(U1)lu,=O = Us,, and 
D’2’. .c (S)l[, =o = a ~, S-].dj) K 1 s , aclj, I(, we have for the second term in the brackets 
in (4.3) 
k!Z!C,(Z)C,(Z) . 
(4.4) 
j=la(j)I=Ok=O K A 
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Similarly, using Theorem 1 of Richards [25], and writing C,( 8U,)C,(S)],,,, 
=a ~.)(, the third term is written as 
%,Acm 
Z!C,( z) (4.5) I=0 A 
Combining (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5), it is seen that c, A = cK& x hold for all K, h 
if and only if the term of highest degree in ‘the brackets in (4.3) is 
proportional to C,,(T). The RHS is shown to be C,( aU)$(U), using the fact 
that a(HUIi’) = HalJH’, H E O(p). Thus, our desired result is established. 
The completeness of the system {P,(X)) is derived from the fact that the 
m.g.f. of X exists due to the definition (2.2). A discussion on the o.p.‘s may be 
found in Sansone [26, Chapter l] (for the univariate case). n 
Proof of Theorem 3.1.2. We have 
jjo(p;~r[WWl f(T)/ etr[ H,XHiU( T)] dH, dH, dF( X ) 
O(P) 
= [f(S)1 -‘lJ J f(T>f(S) 
O(P) O(P) 
Xetr[ H,XH;U(S) + H,XH;U(T)] dH,dH2dF(X), 
[where u(s) =o] 
= [f(S)] -I,[ 2 c “;;r;:r)][ E c pA;;):;:“)]dF(X) 
k=O K * L I=0 A * A 
(4.7) 
Comparing the coefficient of C,(T)/k!C,(I) in (4.6) and (4.7) yields 
/ 
1 CKGW 
etr(X@)P,(X)dF(X) =[f(S)] - kr~(~), where S=V(O). n 
* K 
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Pmof of Ccmd!my 3.1.1. For a p X n nonsymmetric Meixner matrix X 
we have 
[fov))l - 1 wwwY)cK W(Z) 
= etr(Xo’)P,(X)g(X)dX 
/ 
(‘.’ Theorem 3.1.2) 
=b,Jetr(XQ’)D(“)[g(X)] dX 
= b,c,(OO’)[ f(V(O))] -l. 
Thus we obtain V(0) = 0, implying the normality. 
For the g.f. (2.7) with g(X) 0: etr( - XX//Z), I/J(S) = etr(SS’/2), and D(“) 
satisfying (3.2), we have 
/ 
etr(XO’)H,(X)g(X)dX 
= etr 
where cK=E[H,(X)2]. 
Thus, the uniqueness of Laplace transforms establishes 
KOMX) = w")k(x)1~ 
CK 
with bK = k!C,(Z) * n 
Proof of Lemma 3.1 .l. We have 
= 
/ / 
l$b(H,rqq + F&cm;) cm,&&, (4.8) 
O(P) O(P) 
where 
u(s>=u~=(u~ij>~ U(T) = u= (Uij). 
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Differentiating both sides of (4.8) with respect to uri j and setting U, = 0 [and 
hence S = ( si j) = 0] yields the LHS as 
and the RHS as [ \c/( U)] ~ ‘a$( U)/aui j, which together establish (3.3). 
Writing 
k+l 
tr(X)Pn(X) = C C~.,XPX(X)~ 
I=0 A 
it is seen that q+=O for Z=O,...,k-2, since E[{tr(X)P,(X)- 
c x,k+l~,,XPX(X)}Po(X)]=O for a+O,...,k-2. Hence, (3.4) is obtained. 
Further, if both sides of (3.4) are multiplied by PA(X) for X t k - 1 and 
integrated over X, the LHS, with tr(X)P,(X) = Cf=k_&aA,,P,(X) sub- 
stituted, becomes aA, .c,, and the RHS becomes (Y,, ,,c,. n 
Proof of Lemma 3.2.1. We have 
= jO(p) ,~~‘“l(HK.H’; Ti) dH [... (3.5)] 
I 
2 
= 
/ n[/ O(p)i=l O(P) 
hxz( HXiH’; H;TiHi) dHi dH 1 
= J / KXl,Xz(X,, X2; H;T,H,, H;T,H,)dH,dH, 
O(P) O(P) 
= 5 E cc c P~i,x,“(X,J2) 
k=Ol=O I( A +EK.A 
x 
/ / 
C;,“( H;T,H,, H;T,H,) dH, dH, 
O(P) O(P) k!Z!C+( I ) 
=fzccc 
e;+‘:i,~(X,, X,)C,(T,)C,(T,) 
k=Ol=O I( x .+EK.X k!Z!C,(Z)C,(Z) 
(4.10) 
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(See Davis [7, (2.11)]). Comparing terms in (4.9) and (4.10) gives the desired 
result (3.7). n 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.2. X = X, + X, is centered and has a m.g.f. 
Putting T, = T, = T in (3.6) yields, with h, (HXiH’; T) = 
etr[HX,H’U(T)I/~,,(U(T)), 
K”I,~“(X,,X~;T,T)=/ fihxa(HXiH’;T)dH 
O(p)i=l 
~(ppt’[H(Xl + X2)H’U(T)l &I
= 
4 x,+x,vmN 
= J h 
O(P) 
x,+x,(H(X,+Xz)H’;T)dH=KX(X;T), 
say, 
which is certainly equivalent to (3.10) because of (3.6), using Davis [7, (2.1)]. 
We have 
=~?ccc (s,n3h)2E[Pi?i:.k:xm2(&~ &)]2C,(Tdc,(T,) k=01=0 I( A $lEK.h [ k!Z!C,( I)]’ 
[‘.‘{ P,,++} orthogonal] 
E[P+(X)]“c,(T&iT,) 
[fW)]" 
[ .: (3.10)], 
which establishes that { P+(X)} is orthogonal. n 
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Proof of Lemma 3.2.2. First, we shall show that 
d,=&) (4.11) 
holds for a certain p X p symmetric constant matrix A in the differential 
equation (3.11). With the polynomials g,(X)=trX’, i=l,...,p, we have 
gi(aX)K(X)=cEjK(X) for certain constants di, i=l,...,p. Then we can 
determine a 
1 >..*, p (i.e., 
i=l,...,p). 
expressed as 
p x’p .symmetric matrix A such that gi( A) = tr A’ = di, i = 
the latent roots a i, . . . , a p of A are determined by ET= ia ; = dir 
Now, an arbitrary polynomial g(X) under consideration can be 
a polynomial in the g,(X), i = l,..., p, in the form 
g(‘> = ~'ilfil [gj(x)]iJT (4.12) 
where the sum on the RHS extends over certain sets i = (ii,. . . , ip) of 
nonnegative integers. Hence, we have 
since n~=,[gj(JX)]‘jK(X)= IlT=,d)K(X). 
Next, writing the function K(X) in the form C~&,uKCK(X), with the 
a,‘~ being constants, and letting g(X) = C,(X), u t- s, s = O,l,. . . , gives 
(3.11) as 
Co(JX) : &C,(X) =G(A) f &C,(X), ats, s=O,l )... . 
k=O K k=O K 
(4.14) 
Using Theorem 1 of Richards [25], we can rewrite the LHS of (4.14) as 
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where the coefficients b$,K are defined by the expansion 
Co(X>C,(X> = c b,X,$,(W> KFk, al-s, (4.16) 
Xtk+s 
with b,” caj = S, 
and (4.I5) yields 
(I. Comparing the coefficients of C,(X) on the RHS of (4.14) 
Co(A)% =’ c 
(k + s)!a,b,x $,(I) 
hi-k+s 
k!cK(zj 7 KFk, UFS, k,s=O,l,.... 
(4.17) 
The case k = 0 in (4.17) gives 
(4.18) 
and hence a 101 # 0 [‘.’ K(X) is nonzero]. Thus, 
w)=~(o) i! c WMA) 
k=O K k!C,( I) 
=uP) o(p) J etr( HXH’A) dH (e.g., Constantine [5]). (4.19) 
It is noted that the function joo,) etr( HXH ‘A) dH is dependent only on the 
latent roots of A, due to the orthogonal invariance of the measure dH. n 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.3. From the assumption we can write the g.f.‘s as 
K r( Y; 7’) = jOcp,h r( HYH’; T) dH, for certain suitable functions h ,,, Y = 
X,, X,, and X, + X,. We consider the same polynomial g(X) and the matrix 
JX as in Lemma 3.2.2. Operating g(aX,) and g(aX,) respectively on the 
two sides of the identity (3.9) yields the LHSs which are equal. Hence, we 
have, in view of the fact that g( ax) = g( a( HXH’)), H E O(p), 
g(ax,)/ h,,(HX,H’J’)h,2(HX,H’;T)dH 
O(P) 
= 
/ 
h,l( HX,H’; T)g( a( HX,H’))h,2( HX,H’; T) dH. (4.20) 
O(P) 
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Taking expected values with respect to X, on both sides of (4.20) we obtain, 
after rearranging terms, 
g(ax,)/ 
O(P) 
~,,(Hx,H’;T)~H=~,(T)J 
O(P) 
hxl(~Xi~;T)d~ (4.21) 
with cl(T) = Exz[g( 8X,)h,JX,; T)] independent of X, and X,, due to the 
orthogonal invariance of X, and E,% [ Kxz( X,; I’)] = 1. Hence, using Lemma 
3.2.2, EIKXl(X,; T)] = 1, and the orthogonal invariance of Xi, we obtain 
zF(X,;T)=/ h,,(HX,H’;T)dH 
O(P) 
= 
k&(T)) 
(4.22) 
for some matrix valued function U,(T). Thus, X, belongs to the multivariate 
Meixner class defined by U,(T). A similar argument yields that 
-Lp, ( etr HX,H’U,( 2’)) dH 
KX$X,;T)=/ hxz(HX,H’;T)dH= 
O(P) 4@2(~)) 
(4.23) 
for some matrix valued function U,(T), that is, X, belongs to the multivariate 
Meixner class defined by U,(T). 
Next, we shall show that those two multivariate Meixner classes are the 
same. Putting X, = 0 and writing X, = X in (3.9) (considered as a function 
of X, and X,) gives 
J h 
O(P) 
x,+x,(HXH’;?.)dH=hx~O;T)/ h,,(HXH’;Z’)dH 
O(P) 
so,,, ( etr HXH’U,(T)) dH = (4.24) 
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by (4.22) and h,JO; T) = l/lC1,JUs(T)), w ic h h is obtained by putting X, = 0 
in (4.23). Similarly, putting X, = 0 and writing X, = X in (3.9) leads to 
L ( 
etr HXH ‘U,( T )) dH 
/ 
h 
O(P) 
x,+x,(HXH’;T)dH= 
l&pi(T)) 
. (4.25) 
With (4.24) and (4.25) together, we have 
L, ( 
etr HXH’U,(T)) dH 
KXl(X; T) = 
+x,(U,(T)) 
L ( 
etr HXH’U,(T)) dH 
= 
Gx,(U,(T)) ’ 
(4.26) 
where we note that Gx,(U,(T)) = Ic/x,(U,(T)), according to (4.24) and (4.25). 
Equation (4.26) implies that X, belongs to the multivariate Meixner class 
defined by U,(T), to which X, belongs, thus completing the proof. n 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.1. Suppose the Meixner class is defined by U(T). 
Then the c.g.f. is 
1 
““= ~,(U(T))+,(U(S)) xE 
xetr[H,X,H;U(T)+ H,X,HiU(S)] 
Xetr[H,X,HiU(S)] dH,dH, 
1 
= #X,(U(T))\clXz(U(S)) 
etr H,X,HiU( T) + H,X,HiU( S)] dH, dH,dF( X,) ’ 
Thus, we obtain c,, x = c,S,, x, where c,, h = E[ PKx(X)P$’ )I% 
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Proof of Theorem 3.3.2. Calculating the c.g.f. Cx1+x2*y2+y3 similarly to 
the proof of Theorem 3.3.1 gives E[P,,I+~~(X~ + X,)Pp+y3(Yz + Y3)] = 
E[ P,x(X,)P~(Y,)], establishing the desired result. n 
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